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1. Define the Nerm complete metric space.

(a) Prove that lR with usual metdc is compiete.

(b) Defrne the metric d on R" by

/ '!- ^\:dts,y) =l). r,-y, l'I Vs= (xya2,. ,q),y: (sr,gz,. ,,s") e R"
-\;/

Prove that (1R", d) is a complete metric space.

2. (a) Let ,4 be a subset of a-metric space (X, d). Define the tellt 'inteTior of A.

Prove that Ao, the interior of ,4, is the largest open set contaiDed in ,4.

(b) Let ,4, B be any two subsets of a metric space (X, d). Prove that:

i. A,. B" : (An B). ,

li, At_)B. q (,4uB)'.,

Give an example to show ,4o U B' + (Al B)' .



3. Define the tetms corapact set a].'d separated, sets.

(a) Lei ,4 and B be two subsets in a metric space (X, d). Prove the followlng:

i. lf d(A, B) > 0 then ,4 and B are separated, where d(.4, B) denotes the distance

between A and lJ.

, n. If Aand B are separated and ,4 U B is open then ,4 and B are open.

iii. If,4 and B are connected and not separated then thei! union is connected.

(b) Prove that the closed interval [a, b] is compact under the lR. with usual metric.

4. Let (X,d,1) and (Y, dy) are two metdc spaces and / be a function from X to Y. Prove

the following:

(a) / is continuous at o if every sequence {an} in X conuerging to a implies {f(a,)}
converging ro /(d ).

(b) f is continuous itr l-1(G) is open in X whenever G is open in Y.

(ci J is (onrinuous itr / rr,B') ( 1/ r1B;7' v B ! f.


